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LODGE CALENDAR 

 
June 27 - July 3 
 National Lodge Adviser 
 Training Seminar (NLATS) 
 Philmont Scout Reservation, NM 
 
July 31-Aug 5 
 National OA Conference (NOAC) 
 “Chosen to Serve, Inspired to Lead” 
 University of Iowa, Ames, IA 
 
August 14 
 Lodge Leadership Development 
 Conference (LLDC) 
 Hawk Mountain Scout Reservation 
 
September 10-12 
 Northeast Region NLS 
 Camp Alpine, NJ 
 
September 17-19 
 Ordeal Weekend 
 Hawk Mountain Scout Reservation 
 
November 6-7 
 Vigil Weekend 
 Hawk Mountain Scout Reservation 
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IN THIS EDITION 

W hen I went through my Ordeal, and joined 
the Order of the Arrow just last April, I 

was already pretty impressed with our lodge 
and the Order as a whole. Conclave 2004 at 
Camp Minsi showed me the more fun side of 
the OA and allowed me to see deeper into the 
workings of the organization.  
 
At Conclave this year there was definitely 
everyone’s fair share of fun, fellowship, food, 
and of course the theme, pirates! When we 
arrived on Friday we saw an opening show, 
depicting a boy’s trip through his Ordeal, with 
a commentary by the spirit of E. Urner 
Goodman. The show was followed by, as usual, 
a cracker barrel where food was plundered in 
great quantities by all. Saturday was a great 
sunny day that featured many various activities. 

In the morning everyone participated in training 
cells to learn more about topics such as 
ceremonies, cooking, and beadwork. All of 
them were well planned out, informative, and 
fun. The real fun began in the afternoon during 
open program where almost the entire camp 
was ready to be used by all arrowmen. There 
was a volleyball tournament, a ceremonies 
competition, dance competitions, rifle 
shooting, boating, and even some booty to be 
had in the camp-wide treasure hunt. 
 
Saturday night our entire lodge was outfitted 
with pirate gear including a bandana, an eye 
patch, and a fearsome pirate sword. We went to 
dinner in our costumes and most wore them for 
the rest of the night. 

(Continued on page 3) 
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The Kittatinny V contingent proudly poses for a Publications photo op during the 2004 Section 
NE-4A Conclave.  The event was held June 11-13 at Camp Minsi, near Pocono Summit, PA. 

Plan To Attend LLDC 
 
August 14th is the date for a special training 
event held in the lodge by the officers.  This  
event is known as the Lodge Leadership 
Development Conference, or LLDC.  The LLDC is 
a great way to become active in the lodge.  All 
chairmen and advisers should attend the 
seminar and anyone else who wants to learn 
about the OA and how the lodge is run may 
attend too.  The conference consists of training  
cells with sessions instructed by youth members 
of the lodge.  If you have questions or need 
additional information about the LLDC, contact 
any of the lodge officers. 
 

Richie Tylka  
wingachtochwilsit kotschemunk 

 
 
 
 
 
 

I guess this is my last Chief's Corner, seeing as 
my term is almost over, so there are a few 
things I would like to say.  
 
First off I want to thank all of my committee 
chairmen for the job they did this year. Your 
dedication to the lodge is what keeps it 
running, and you should all be very proud of 
yourselves.  
 
The next group I would like to thank is my 
fellow lodge officers. Your passion for keeping a 
strong lodge program is undeniable, and you 
are the reasons the lodge is as great as it is. I 
thank you all from the bottom of my heart.  
 
Another group I would like to thank is my 
committee and lodge advisors. You guys may 
look old, some more than others … ha, ha, but 
you are all definitely young at heart and the 
driving force in the creation of the young 
leaders of tomorrow. I can't thank you all 
enough.  
 
Finally, I would like to thank the general lodge 
population. Without you guys, there would be 
no lodge. You are the future of Kittatinny 5, and 

you are the ones we will be looking to lead the 
lodge into a positive and successful future. 
  
Now that all the mushy stuff is out of the way, I 
want to make a challenge to you all. I challenge 
you to step up to the plate and take charge of 
your lodge. Lodge leaders aren't born, nor are 
they given their leadership positions on a silver 
platter. Lodge leaders are created through 
dedication, learning, patience, and pride. I know 
for a fact that all brothers reading this article 
have these traits, or else you wouldn't have 
been selected into the lodge in the first place, 
and therefore no one has any good reason why 
they can't become a lodge leader.  
 
With that being said my challenge is this; look 
deep inside yourself and figure out exactly what 
you want from the lodge. Once you know what 
it is, GET IT! The resources are there, all we 
need is you! You can do it!  
 
In closing, I would again like to thank everyone 
that made this past year so successful, and also 
let everyone know that I will miss you all. I had 
a lot of fun being your chief, and I will definitely 
miss it, but now it's time for Ryan to take the 
reigns. I'm sure our paths will cross again in the 
future, and I m always open to a phone call or 
two. In the words of our Lenape brothers, 
"Wulatenamen." 

Bob Cook 
Lodge Chief, 2003-2004 
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News 
from the 

Committees 

If you are a committee chairman, you can 
have you article printed right here in the 
Wolf’s Tale.  Submit articles or pictures for 
the September/October edition now.  The 
deadline is July 18th.  

Designs Wanted ! 
 
The lodge needs new patch designs and as a 
designer and collector, I would like to see some 
new faces start to design them.  It is a real 
exiting feeling to see the patch you designed on 
someone else's shirt or even be the talk of 
NOAC.  Shirts, chenilles, and even a new jacket 
patch might be nice, so anyone who is artistic, 
start a crackin’ with some designs for the next 
Lodge Executive Committee meeting. 
 

Jeremy Fisher 
VC Administration Elect  

Brotherhood 
 

Congratulations to all of the people who have 
taken their Brotherhood reviews in the April, 
May weekends, and over the course of summer 
camp. There's still plenty of time to take your 
Brotherhood review.  There will still be a few 
weeks left of summer camp, and of course the 
September weekend.  Adults: Remember you 
are the role model for the youth.  You should 
set the example by taking your Brotherhood 
review.  If you know of anyone who is eligible to 
take their review, strongly encourage them to 
take it.  The only requirements are that the 
weekend/brotherhood fee paid, and be an 
ordeal member for 10 months.  Remember, the 
review is NOT a test, it is a review of the spirit. 
 

Francis Flexer, Jr. 
Tgauchsin Woak Wulatenamuwi 

Brotherhood Chairman 

From The New Secretary 
 

Hello, brothers.  I have recently been elected as 
Lodge Secretary, and I had to find someone to 
take my place as Membership Committee 
chairman.  Most other chairmen, in my place, 
would have gone to the committee members 
and chosen one of them.  However, I did not 
have a committee.  I found three people at the 
weekend to help me out, and one will be the 
new chairman.  The point I am trying to make 
here is, JOIN COMMITTEES!  There are plenty of 
you that are just wondering about the OA, and 
are not sure what to do.  There are many 
committees out there that need your help.  Need 
cheerful service? Volunteer with a committee. 
Even if you don't think you’re interested, just try 
one.  Or maybe you could call the chairman, talk 
to him, see what the committee does.  Just one 
time go to a weekend and help out a 
committee.  Any committee.  It doesn't matter 
they all need help.  Who knows, maybe you will 
end up as chairman, like I did.  Again, the lodge 
is a youth-based organization.  We need the 
younger guys to step up and take some places, 
because the older guys will be gone soon.  Tell 
you friends, just join a committee.  Make some 
friends, and hey, maybe you will like it. 
 

Dan Althouse 
Secretary Elect 

A Message From Your 
Friendly, Neighborhood   

Publications Team ! 
 
Once again your friendly neighborhood 
Publications Committee has brought you this 
Wolf’s Tale.  But once again only a few 
committees submitted articles.  I want to 
personally thank the people who wrote stories 
and articles to fill this edition of the Wolf’s Tale.  
I am hoping that each chairman and officer will 
think wisely for next edition and submit an 
article.  The lodge Publications Committee will 
not be around long if articles are not received. 
 
The committee is still looking for members. Any 
interested brothers should contact me or my 
advisor, Glenn, immediately.  Our numbers are 
listed on the back of this Wolf’s Tale.  Writing an 
article or covering a story takes very little time 
and effort.  I encourage any brother to become 
part of this great, winning team. 
 
Remember that articles for the next Wolf’s Tale 
are due by July 18th!  Articles for the September 
Weekend Wolf’s Tale are due by the Monday 
before the weekend or as soon as possible.  
Pictures of previous weekends, lodge members, 
or general camp photos would be a great help to 
the production team. 
 
Kittatinny V prides ourselves on our great 
communication throughout the entire lodge.  
Without help from our brothers the Publications 
team can not keep the lodge membership up to 
date.  Consider Publications next time you think 
of serving YOUR lodge.   

Jon Teter 
Publications Chairman 

KITTATINNY LODGE 5 
PUBLICATIONS:   
Serving YOU so 

YOU can serve your lodge.  

Arrowmen Wanted ! 
 

Fellow Arrowmen - With a new ceremony season 
on the rise, it is always a good idea to plan for 
the future. As youth age out, ceremony team 
spots become vacant. With these occurrences 
arriving shortly, I would like to extend an 
invitation to any brother who would enjoy torch 
bearing and/or being an understudy to a 
principle. Although principles for this coming 
year are already being put into place, I feel it is 
important to maintain the high quality of the 
ceremonies we have known for a long time here 
at Kittatinny V. With a year of understudying or 
torch bearing in hand, all interested brothers 
will grasp the ceremony a great deal better. This 
will improve the effectiveness of the overall 
performances, allowing them to partake in a 
ceremony at a later time when spots vacate. 
 

Kyle Balthaser  
Up-In-Coming Ceremonies Chairman 

The Words of a Fritz 
 

Hello everyone!  As the incoming Vice-Chief of 
Activities I am looking forward to what a nice 
year we will hopefully have.  I am really looking 
forward to working with the new and old 
chairmen and help them work to improve their 
committee to make them even more interesting 
and fun as best as we possibly can.  I am also 
looking forward to getting many things 
accomplished and having a blast as we do it.  
Sure times might get a little bumpy on the road 
but that’s why we are here to help you through 
times when it’s getting tough.  I am so excited 
about this year I don’t even think I can put it 
into words.  I hope to see you on the September 
weekend where there will be no rain and lots of 
sunshine.  So come on up to camp and do 
cheerful service, be an elangomat, or take your 
Brotherhood -- just come up and start becoming 
active in this great organization.  If you have 
anything that you would like to talk about - 
questions, comments, concerns, give me a call.  
The number to my office is (610) 775-0398.  
Thanks, and see you around. 

Jonathan Fritz 
Vice Chief Elect 

Last year my son and I were asked to conduct 
the Camp Promotions & Elections (CP&E) for 
Cacoosing District. Upon accepting the task, in 
cheerful service, we received an instruction 
packet describing how to conduct an Order of 
the Arrow election. Included was a VCR tape on 
the history of the OA & election information that 
proved to be helpful & informative to many of 
the troops we visited. I discussed CP&E with last 
year’s adult adviser so I had a better 
understanding of what we got ourselves into. 
Kevin and I discussed our role in CP&E, what we 
remembered from our troop’s previous 
elections & then set about organizing an 
election team using youth OA members from 
our troop. 
 
The team got together and discussed CP&E. 
Team members made up notes on their role in a 
presentation, then notes were typed & copied 
so that in their absence, someone else could 
jump in & the election hopefully would run 
smoothly. Upon receiving the blue request card 
from a troop, I would contact the Scoutmaster 
to confirm or change an election date & time, 
including receiving directions to the troop 
meeting place. Finally, Kevin would contact the 
team members to inform them of the election 
date and time. 
 
On the election day, our team would gather at 
our troop meeting site, and then proceed to the 
election site. Occasionally, the adult adviser 
(that being me), would transport the team to a 
dark, locked building. The team (all those 
young men in the car) would inform me that we 
were at the wrong place. Everyone would jump 
back in the car, have a good laugh & head off to 
another location. So you see, Scouting really is 
fun! Upon arrival at the proper site we would 
introduce ourselves to the Scoutmaster, check 
on the number of registered Scouts in the 
troop, and confirm enough scouts were present 
to conduct an election. Team members also 
checked on the VCR & set up the tape for the 
presentation. Next, the Scoutmaster or Senior 
Patrol Leader would introduce the team to the 

troop and if a VCR was available the troop 
would view a 10 minute tape on the history of 
the OA & how the election was to be run. A 
team member would discuss with the troop 
what the youth membership requirements are, 
name those scouts that are eligible, and explain 
how the election would be conducted. Finally, 
ballots were passed out & voting took place, 
ballots collected and counted while another 
team member would run the video covering 
camp promotions & talk about Hawk Mountain 
or high adventure camps Northern Tier, Sea 
Base, or Philmont. 
 
The results of the election were announced & 
the team congratulated newly elected Ordeal 
candidates. Then the team talked to the troop 
about Kittatinny Lodge #5, service, and we try 
to encourage Ordeal members to take the vow 
of Brotherhood. We also explained OA 
functions, OA Conclaves, and OA Service. At the 
same time, personal information was taken 
from the newly elected scouts. Paperwork was 
then reviewed with the Scoutmaster, signed, 
copies given to the Scoutmaster & CP&E 
Adviser. The team said its goodbyes & headed 
home, discussing the meeting and the election 
in an effort to make the next one even better. 
Every week troop election results & information 
was passed to Council headquarters for further 
processing. 
 
Our CP&E team enjoyed conducting the 
elections & promotions while giving service to 
the lodge, at the time we met new scouts, 
leaders & renewed our friendships. We ask all 
lodge members to encourage newly elected 
candidates to take their ordeal, and if possible, 
attend an OA weekend with them. Also to all 
Ordeal brothers reminding them to take the vow 
of Brotherhood, learn more about the lodge & 
urge them to become involved, you won’t get 
anything out of OA if you don’t put something 
in. 

Tony Damato 
Adult Adviser 

Cacoosing District CP&E 

The Life and Times of a CP&E Team 
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Did you have a great time at summer camp last 
year? Are you really looking forward to great 
times at Hawk Mountain Scout Reservation this 
summer? I’m assuming the answer can only be a 
resounding YES! We have one of the best Scout 
Camps in the country, and that is backed up by 
statistics, and the fact that so many out of 
council units want to use our camp, summer 
and winter. National Camp School has been held 
at our camp every year for many years.  
 
But have you ever really thought about what it 
takes to have a quality Scout Camp at a cost 
that everyone can afford? Our Camp requires 
constant maintenance and repairs, as any camp 
does. If Hawk Mountain Council had to bring in 
outside businesses to do all of the maintenance, 
repairs, setups, etc., the cost of going to 
summer camp, or to use the lodges in winter, 
would skyrocket. Many young people who enjoy 
the camp wouldn’t be able to afford it, and they 
would miss one of the premier Scouting 
experiences, and a big opportunity for 
advancement. 
 
That’s where Kittatinny 5 comes in. Cheerful 
Service from the Lodge members, both youth 
and adult, especially during the April, May, and 
September weekends, allows the tents to be set 
up and taken down, buildings to be repaired 
and painted, plumbing and electrical work 
updated, roofs repaired, roads and trails 
maintained, and so much more. The result? A 
quality camp, ready to go, at a cost that 
everyone can afford. 
 
So does this happen automatically? NO. It 
requires the dedication of every Lodge member 

to pitch in. If you took your Ordeal, but have 
not come back to help on the OA weekends, you 
are missing out on the best opportunity to do 
what you pledged to do in the Circle…cheerful 
service. You are also missing out on a great 
amount of fun!  
 
The next time you see the registration form for 
an OA weekend, fill it out! Use your talents and 
your time to do your part in keeping Hawk 
Mountain Scout Reservation the very best it can 
be at an affordable price. Give back for the 
great time you have at Camp. While you’re at it, 
take the opportunity to take your Brotherhood 
Review. We need you, and welcome you back! 
 
On a personal note, this is my first Wolf’s Tale 
article as Lodge Advisor, and I want to first of 
all congratulate Roger for the great job he has 
done for the Lodge and for Scouting in general. 
Roger is, first and foremost, a very good 
teacher, both professionally and as a volunteer, 
and he has taught me, with patience, many 
valuable and practical lessons in the last year as 
to how a Lodge is successfully run. He will 
continue to teach me as he moves into the 
Associate Lodge Advisor position once again, 
and, believe me, I will continue to listen. Thank 
you, Roger! 
 
I also want to thank the Lodge officers and 
advisors for their input and advice, and for their 
dedication to Kittatinny Lodge 5.  
 
So let’s make 2004-2005 the best year yet! 
 

George Shoop 
Lodge Advisor 

A Word From Our Incoming Lodge Advisor 

May was another great weekend and I hope you 
have your calendars marked for  September 17–
19.  Your new officers have some great plans 
and you wouldn’t want to miss out on this 
weekend.  As you are reading this, Gloria and I 
are somewhere in the western US, but still not 
out of touch.  This brings me to the point of my 
article. THE INTERNET- WWW.  We all know the 
meaning of WWW and the time has come for the 
lodge to fully embrace it! If you haven’t viewed 
www.kittatinny5.org, you are way out of the 
loop. As the father of two former Kittatinny 
lodge chiefs, I am very familiar with the 
problems of trying to run the lodge via phone 
and snail mail. The terms frustrating, time 
consuming, and expensive come to mind, but 
you guys would just say “old school”.   I have 
spent the last two years pushing the benefits of 
the web with some good results among the 
officers and chairman, BUT not many in the 
general membership.  
 
Our Publication Committee has done an 
outstanding job on the website, so log on and 

check it out. You can find all kinds of 
information and links concerning the OA, even a 
Lenape dictionary and the all-important 
Kittatinny Inc. merchandise page can be viewed 
on the site. You can download forms and check 
out upcoming events as well as doing some 
research on lodge history. We are not alone, as 
the Section and National have fully embraced 
the web. All NOAC and Conclave forms and 
information are now electronic so it’s time for 
Kittatinny 5 to get with it also. Please take some 
time to log onto www.kittatinny5.org and check 
it out. Make it your mission to stay in touch and 
involved in the lodge byway of our web site – 
www.kittatinny5.org.  Every time you change 
your e-mail address (some of you do it weekly) 
make sure you re-signup with the Kittatinny e-
news. It’s the only way the lodge can keep track 
of our brothers and for you to keep track of the 
lodge.  Remember – www.kittatinny5.org  !! 
 

Roger Mory – Lodge Adviser 
Allohakasin Nendauen 

"WWW" - Two Meanings for the Future 

Kyle Balthaser (left) — Kitchkinet and Alex Seidel (right) — Nutiket, from 
Kittatinny Lodge V. They won 1st place for individual parts in the Section 
NE-4A Conclave ceremonies competition. 

The final show that night consisted of a game 
show which featured pirates, the mafia, a couple 
Mexicans, a Canadian, a cross dresser, 
pyrotechnics, and above all the spirit of the 
Order of the Arrow. Sunday morning the annual 
section meeting was held. During the meeting 
Mike Miller came back to us from section  
 
chieftainship and Jeremy Fisher took up the 
position of Section Secretary. Conclave 2004 
was a great time for me and I am sure that is the 
truth for everyone that went along. I had fun and 
met a lot of active members in our lodge. After 
we checked out I was already making plans to 
come to the next conclave and  
 
I hope a lot more lodge members come out next 
year to experience all the fun, fellowship, and 
food that are to be found at conclave. 
 

Zach Owen  
Kittatinny Lodge 5 

Conclave Coverage (Continued from page 1) 
 

From the Incoming Chief 
 
As the incoming Chief I would like to thank 
everyone for their time and support and hope 
to get your continued support in the year to 
come. As Chief I hope to bring forth new and 
exciting ideas to help the lodge grow. I’d like 
to take this time to further introduce myself to 
those of you who may not yet know me. I am a 
19 year old freshman at California University of 
Pennsylvania, majoring in Technology 
Education. In the lodge, I have been Ceremonies 
chairman, Treasurer, And Vice Chief of Activities.  
 
More importantly to everyone reading this is 
what am I going to do for the lodge. I hope to 
continue our success in achieving quality lodge 
for a 15th straight year. Though myself and my 
chairmen can not achieve this success without 
the help of every brother in the Lodge. We will 
continue to work hard to push brotherhood 
conversion and other necessary requirements. 
Besides earning lodge recognition I hope to be 
able to continue our ever successful weekends 
and cracker barrels starting with a Hawaiian 
theme weekend in September. In my mind the 
most important idea or concept to implement 
this year is the continued success of youth 
leadership. The Order of the Arrow was formed 
as a youth program to be run by the youth for 
the youth with advisement by adults. Through 
my term I hope to make many leaps and 
bounds with youth leadership and new ideas 
for fun and exciting lodge events. So come 
ready for tons of pig, limbo, and fun! See you 
then! 

Indubitably Yours, 
Ryan Gebely 

Tscholentit Wewin 

New section officers for NE-4A, elected at the Conclave: Section Chief, 
Adam Heaps - Wunita Gokhos (center); Section Vice-Chief, Chris Lahr - 
Wyona (left); and Section Secretary, Jeremy Fisher - Kittatinny (right). 



"The Order of the Arrow is a thing of the out of doors rather than the indoors... It needs the sun and rain, 
the woods and the plains, the waters and the starlit sky."    E. Urner Goodman - Founder, Order of the Arrow 

LODGE LEADERSHIP DIRECTORY - 2004/2005 

LODGE CHIEF  
Ryan Gebely ............................................( 610 ) 926 - 6536 
 
ADMINISTRATION VICE CHIEF  
Jeremy Fisher ..........................................( 610 ) 562 - 5425 
 
ACTIVITIES VICE CHIEF  
Jonathan Fritz..........................................( 610 ) 775 - 0398 
 
SECRETARY  
Dan Althouse ..........................................( 610 ) 373 - 6818 
 
TREASURER    
Richie Tylka ............................................( 610 ) 775 - 0706 
 
LODGE ADVISER   
George Shoop .........................................( 610 ) 796 - 1078 
 
ASSOCIATE LODGE ADVISER  
Roger Mory .............................................( 610 ) 944 - 9390 
 
STAFF ADVISER 
Sally Trump ............................................( 610 ) 589 - 2328 
 
SECTION ADVISER 
Barry Leister ...........................................( 610 ) 473 - 0287 
 

STANDING COMMITTEES 

ACTIVITIES 
CHM Steve Phillips ...............................( 570 ) 874 - 4577 
ADV Rose Williams .............................( 610 ) 944 - 9211  
 
BROTHERHOOD 
CHM TBA .............................................. ( XXX ) XXX - XXXX 
ADV Greg Portner ................................( 610 ) 678 - 5081 
 
CEREMONIES 
CHM Kyle Balthaser  ............................( 610 ) 775 - 4119 
ADV Susan Zierle ................................( 570 ) 628 - 9713 
 Bill Zierle .....................................( 570 ) 628 - 9713 
 
CAMP PROMOTION & ELECTIONS 
CHM Michael Tellep ............................( 570 ) 544 - 5545 
ADV Irene Waits ..................................( 610 ) 562 - 8397 
 
CIRCLE 
CHM Peter Matthew .............................( 610 ) 589 - 2763 
ADV Dan Tothero ...............................( 610 ) 921 - 2426 
 
CONFERENCE / CONCLAVE 
CHM Kevin Damato .............................( 610 ) 775 - 3576 
ADV Tony Damato ..............................( 610 ) 775 - 3576 
 
HEALTH & SAFETY 
CHM Anthony Wiencek ........................( 610 ) 987 - 9391 
ADV Pryce Parker  ...............................( 570 ) 695 - 3749 
ADV Denise Greusel  ..........................( 610 ) 926 - 3180 
 
KITCHEN 
CHM J J Miller .......................................( 610 ) 562 - 5898 
ADV Michael Waldman .......................( 610 ) 921 - 8937 
 
KITTATINNY INC. 
CHM Jason Bingaman ..........................( 610 ) 779 - 5692 
ADV Robert Bingaman ........................( 610 ) 779 - 5692 
 
 

MEMBERSHIP 
CHM Josh Nimmerichter  .................... ( 610 ) 370 - 4566 
ADV Joe Pietruszynski  ....................... ( 610 ) 375 - 7792 
 
ORDEAL 
CHM Ben Novinger  ............................. ( 570 ) 425 - 3549 
ADV Terry Wade ................................. ( 610 ) 478 - 1200 
 
PUBLICATIONS 
CHM Jon Teter ..................................... ( 570 ) 773 - 0225 
ADV Glenn Piper  ................................ ( 610 ) 967 - 2009 
 
SERVICE 
CHM T B A ............................................ ( XXX ) XXX - XXXX 
ADV Dick Zerbe  ................................. ( 610 ) 367 - 4198 
 
VIGIL 
CHM Ed Skicki ..................................... ( 610 ) 670 - 5264 
ADV Dusty Stitzer  .............................. ( 610 ) 929 - 4834 
 
WEBMASTER 
CHM T B A ........................................... ( XXX ) XXX - XXXX 
ADV David McKeown  ......................... ( 570 ) 622 - 8757 
 

DISTRICT O. A. REPRESENTATIVES 
 

BROAD MOUNTAIN 
CHM T B A  .......................................... ( XXX ) XXX - XXXX 
ADV Butch Flexer  .............................. ( 570 ) 467 - 3400 
 
INDIAN RUN 
CHM Michael Tellep ............................ ( 570 ) 544 - 5545 
ADV Andrew Tellep  ........................... ( 570 ) 544 - 5545 
 
FRONTIER 
CHM Patrick Pomian  .......................... ( 610 ) 582 - 3606 
ADV Greg Pomian................................ ( 610 ) 582 - 3606 
 
APPALACHIAN 
CHM T B A  .......................................... ( XXX ) XXX - XXXX 
ADV Leesa Cooper  ............................ ( 610 ) 756 - 6943 
 
CACOOSING 
CHM Kevin Damato ............................. ( 610 ) 775 - 3576 
ADV Tony Damato .............................. ( 610 ) 775 - 3576 
 
 

CLANS 

BEAVER CLAN 
CHFT Peter Matthew ............................ ( 610 ) 589 - 2763 
ADV T B A  .......................................... ( XXX ) XXX - XXXX 
 
SNIPE CLAN 
CHFT Ed Skicki ..................................... ( 610 ) 670 - 5264 
ADV Glenn Piper  ................................ ( 610 ) 967 - 2009 
 
TURTLE CLAN 
CHFT Chris Leitzel  .............................. ( 570 ) 875 - 4744 
ADV Kim Phillips ................................. ( 570 ) 874 - 4577 
 
WILD POTATO CLAN 
CHFT Charles Andrew  ......................... ( 610 ) 367 - 5962 
ADV Jenifer Stitzer .............................. ( 610 ) 929 - 4834 
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September 24-26, 2004 OA Weekend Registration 
 

*** Registration - Please Print Clearly *** 
 

SEPTEMBER 17 IS THE FINAL DATE YOUR REGISTRATION WILL 
BE ACCEPTED AT THE COUNCIL OFFICE. PLAN ACCORDINGLY ! 

 
Name: _____________________________________________________ 
Lodge ID #: _____ _____ _____ _____ 
Phone: (________) - ________ - __________________ 
 

Ordeal members with 10 months in the lodge are eligible for Brotherhood 
testing. Check the appropriate fee and the total amount enclosed. Please 
use one form for each member. Forms must be received in the office on or 
before the indicated date. Additional forms may be obtained at the Council 
Office or at http://www.kittatinny5.org. Thank you. 

 
FEES: 
[   ]   $20.00 - Late Fee (Received after September 10, 2004) 
[   ]   $15.00 - Regular Fee (Received before September 10, 2004) 
[   ]   $10.00 - Partial Weekend - 2 meals (Rcvd before Sep 10, 2004) 
[   ]   $16.00 - Additional Brotherhood Review Fee *ONLY* for eligible 

Ordeal Members 
 

TOTAL ENCLOSED $_______________ 
 
Mail form and fee to: Attn: Kittatinny Lodge 5 
   Attn: OA Weekend 
   Hawk Mountain Council, BSA 
   5027 Pottsville Pike 
   Reading, PA  19605 

Wolf’s Tale is the bimonthly publication of Kittatinny 

Lodge 5, Hawk Mountain Council, BSA.  It is published as a 

service to it’s general membership and distributed as a 

supplement in the Council’s Herbie Hawk News. 

 

All members are encouraged to contribute letters or 

articles of interest to the editor.  Publication of contributed 

material is subject to the discretion of the editor and the 

adviser.  

 

If you have the internet, you can go to 

www.kittatinny5.org and submit a letter or article of 

interest to the publications committee , electronically. 

 

The deadline for contributions for the September/October 

issue is July 18th, and can  be mailed to:  

 

Jon Teter 
36 Craigs Road 
Mahanoy City, PA 17948 

 

Or E-Mail to: 

wolfstale@kittatinny5.org 
 
WE WON’T JUMP THROUGH HOOPS FOR YOU - 

LATE ARTICLES WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED ! 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Get Wolf’s Tale on-line, plus more at: 
http://www.kittatinny5.org 

Broken Arrow 
We Remember Clarence Huber . . . 

It is with sad hearts that we report the loss of Clarence Huber, one of, if 
not the oldest, arrowmen in our lodge. He passed away this past spring. 
Clarence was born in Reading in 1910. At age 12 he joined the Boy 
Scouts, and his interest in Scouting stuck with him. After working at 
various jobs in Reading, he entered the U.S. Army during WW II, serving 
for 4 years as a Staff Sergeant. After the war, he worked for the Reading 
Railroad.  He continued his involvement with Scouting and was 
recognized for it in 1960 when Hawk Mountain Council presented him 
with the Silver Beaver award. In 1971 he earned the Scoutmaster's Key, 
and in 1973 the Commissioner’s Arrowhead Award. In 1981, he 
completed his Wood Badge training. He earned the Whitney Young Jr. 
award in 1983 and the God and Country award in 1985. In 1990 he was 
awarded the District Award of Merit, and in 1991 was honored with the 
Vigil Honor in our lodge. His Vigil Name was Tagauchsin Kikey Jumhet 
("friendly elder"), as he was 81 years old at the time. He earned various 
other awards during his tenure in Scouting, and was a member of the 
Council's "Over-the-hill Gang". He had worked with a number of city 
troops, beginning with Troop 32. He last served as Commissioner for 
Troop 223. Outside of Scouting, he was active with his church as a 
Sunday school teacher, trustee, and deacon. He served on the boards of 
the Horizon Center, the Office of Economic Opportunity, the Boy's Home, 
and the Senior panel of the Met-Ed Company and of Bell of PA. Clarence 
never had and children of his own, but he regarded the Scouts he served 
as his own, and did his best to give them the opportunities that only 
Scouting can give. Clarence will be remembered as a humble man who 
rarely spoke of his accomplishments, but he was very active, and lived a 
life of cheerful service for the betterment of those around him, and an 
inspiration to life-long cheerful service.  

Who’s In Charge ? 
 

Are you confused about who is running the Lodge?  
Every July, there is a “changing of the guard” as the old 
officers transition to the new ones.  Complicating this 
is the fact that many are working at camp during the 
summer.  The directory on this page lists the new 
leaders that will be in charge for 2004-2005.  Contact 
them for questions you may have about the Lodge. 


